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Sandy Dollar®   
She is the leader of the group and her favorite color is RED.  Sandy Dollar 
is the most lovable character you could EVER want to 
meet.  Her enthusiasm is contagious.  When the cards are down and the 
rest of the SeaBabies are stressed or trying to solve a problem…. Sandy 
Dollar is always the one to lead the way.   Sandy Dollar always shows a 
little extra compassion, encourages people to forgive, inspires people to 
change their hearts by meeting Anger with Sympathy…..Hate with 
Compassion and Cruelty with Kindness.  To Sandy Dollar…. Love is the 
most powerful weapon on the face of the earth!  
 
She really promotes - Community Outreach:  Getting involved and seek 
out environmental/ social groups who care about what you do! 
  

 
Herbie™   
Curious, Sensitive, Intelligent!  Herbie is a genius when it comes to 
Technology and Science.  He can build anything and is dressed in green.  
He is always looking for innovative ways to help the environment and the 
earth.  Herbie is introverted, but once he opens up to you he will give 
you the world.  He has incredible problem solving skills.  He thinks 
outside the box to solve things.  He loves to help people learn new 
things.  He has a GREAT sense of humor.   
 
He really promotes - Climate Impact:  Reduce what you can, but then 
“offset” the impacts you can’t (like air travel, car travel, energy use) 
that is driving rapid ocean acidification and sea level rise.  

  
Finley™   
Confident, Humorous and Energetic!  Finley is one of the funniest people 
you have ever met!  He LOVES Math and the color orange!  He is very 
determined and never gives up. He can adapt in different situations.  When 
the cards are stacked against the SeaBabies, Finley’s humor always lightens 
the mood.  Because he LOVES math AND recycling…. Finley is always 
sharing number figures.  For example:  EVERY day, American businesses 
generate enough paper to circle the earth 20 times!!! or….Recycling 
1 aluminum can saves enough energy to run a tv for THREE hours!!!  
 
He really promotes - Waste Management:  includes - Reducing, Reusing 
and Recycling - to limit the impacts of your daily consumption on strained 
natural resources. 
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Penny™   
Positive, Healthy, Motivational:  Penny is a great example of why 
you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover.  Although she looks like a tom-
boy, Penny is your regular girls-girl and loves to wear purple!  She has 
a very strong sense of self in a very humble way - so that means she 
does NOT have a big ego.   Wellness, Fitness and eating right are VERY 
important to Penny.  She loves ALL sports!    She can do backflips, 
cartwheels and more.  
 
She really promotes - Health Management:  Includes better food 
choices you can make (local, organic, sustainable sourced), exercise, 
recreation, and cultivating a positive daily state of mind.  She is also 
big on Renewable Energy (hence the lighting bolt).  This includes using 
renewable energy like solar, wind, wave and bio-fuels to power your 
daily life. 

 
Kiki™  
Silly, Vibrant and Precious!  She is our pink princess!  The cutest most 
lovable little baby you have met.  She is always around Cuddles.  She 
really looks up to Herbie.   
 
 

 Cuddles™   
Innocent, Sweet and Loving and dressed in blue!  !  His cute little baby 
smile could light up the room.  Cuddles is the one character that although 
he is the youngest/smallest, and the SeaBabies are challenged with some 
HUGE problem, Cuddles finds the answer. He is always crawling into 
situations he should be crawling into.  This usually starts off a full fledge 
adventure for the older/ other SeaBabies.  
 

 
Lita Bugg™  
Lita is NOT a bad guy but instead a GREAT example of someone who 
just doesn’t know any better. She always comes off like a trouble 
maker…. but it is the SeaBabies commitment to show her the good vs. 
the bad.  Each episode, Lita will always do something bad…. maybe 
litter…. and then the SeaBabies try to show her the effects and help her 
learn from what she has done.  Lita Bugg is just mis-lead like SO many 
boys and girls around the world who are JUST looking for a role model, 
someone to look up to and learn from. 
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